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MAX ROLLITT ANTIQUES COLLECTION 

Antiques have well and truly re-arisen – now being seen and newly appreciated as the 
answer to our collective need for sustainable style and soulful interiors.  Max Rollitt’s 
collection of antiques is a constantly changing but carefully curated cavalcade.  Every 
piece is chosen by Max himself, each one selected for its unique beauty, useability, 
character, and style. Diverse in nature but held together by Max’s singular line of taste, the 
collection encompasses everything from exquisitely drafted Queen Anne cabinetry to Agra 
carpets, Country House-style scrub-topped tables and small curios aplenty. Max is a 
master antique dealer at the top of his game who delights in the joy that these pieces 
bring.

Max’s knowledge of historic furniture and how it was made makes him perfectly equipped 
to lovingly restore even the most venerable of pieces; thereby giving them many lifetimes 
more of useful service.

‘Authenticity and craftsmanship are important,’ Max says, ‘but so are less quantifiable 
qualities such as originality, purity of line, and balance. Above all, a piece of furniture 
should be beautiful’.

A one-stop shop for those in the know, Max Rollitt’s showroom must be seen to be 
believed.  Housed within a converted grain store situated in the Hampshire countryside, 
step inside this bona fide treasure trove and prepare to be transported to a Georgian 
manor house that’s been given the full Max Rollitt treatment.  For those further afield, a new 
batch of recent acquisitions lands on the website every month; be among the first to see 
the latest stock by signing up to the newsletter: https://bit.ly/3JJ7PWA 

CONTACT
Max Rollitt   
Yavington Barn
Lovington Lane
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SO21 1DA
T. +44 (0) 1962 791124
www.maxrollitt.com
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